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William D. Cuts Vision, Mission, Beliefs 



 

 

 

 

 
Quarter 1 Online Learners Quarter 2 Online Learners 
Grade 7 - 19 Grade 7 - 20 
Grade 8 - 24 Grade 8 - 34 
Grade 9 - 8 Grade 9 - 16 
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William D. Cuts Profile 

2019-2020 
as of September 30, 2019 

2020-2021 
as of September 30, 2020 

Certificated Staff 
Teaching 18.38 FTE Teaching 18.28 FTE 
Administration 1.77 FTE Administration 1.67 FTE 
Counselling 0.71 FTE Counselling 0.73 FTE 
Total 20.87 FTE Total 20.68 FTE 

Support Staff 
Clerical 2.57 FTE Clerical 2.14 FTE 
Teacher Aides 7.2 FTE Teacher Aides 5.6 FTE 
Library Technicians 0.85 FTE Library Technicians 0 FTE 
Technical Support 0.1 FTE Technical Support 0.2 FTE 
Total 10.72 FTE Total 7.94 FTE 
Students 
English 433 English 450 
Special Needs (35) Special Needs (30) 
English Language Learners  (14) English Language Learners (18) 

Self-Identified First Nations, 
Metis and Inuit  

(21) Self-Identified First Nations, 
Metis and Inuit  

(30) 

Total 433 Total 450 

Classroom Configuration 2019-2020 Classroom Configuration 2020-2021 
Grade English Grade English 
Grade 7 147 Grade 7 139 
Grade 8 145 Grade 8 164 
Grade 9 141 Grade 9 147 
Total 433 Total 450 



 

 
Strategies  
In working with Max Chorny (OHS) and Clyde Krier (Facilities), we created a very simple yet                
efficient plan for movement of students within our building. We have seven doors being              
used for cohorts to enter and exit. No more than three cohorts enter any one door.                
Students move directly to their rooms where they have a designated desk and container              
holding their books and supplies. Hallways and doors are all clearly marked outlining             
direction of movement and instructions on COVID-19 safety within the building. 
 
Designated doors for entry with no more than three cohorts have reduced congestion             
considerably. Doors open at 8:10 a.m. and increased supervision allows students entering            
their cohort rooms with a teaching staff member awaiting them supervising, maintaining            
physical distancing, the wearing of masks, sanitizing hands, etc. Mornings are very quiet;             
hallways are virtually empty with no lockers being used and therefore no opportunities for              
students to loiter. 
 
We have no recesses at the junior high level. Teachers move from room to room and the                 
cohort stays within their homeroom. Lunch is twenty minutes long and students eat with their               
cohort. With nice weather, cohorts have eaten outside, staying separate from other cohorts.             
With proper physical distancing, students can remove their masks while being outside.            
Having reduced the lunch hour to time to eat, and going home earlier in the day has really                  
helped staff with not having to deal with free time for students. Additionally, we have a                
closed campus, so students cannot leave during the day. 
 
Understanding that students are in cohorts and remain in the same room and the same               
desk, we have built time into every morning for cohorts to go for a walk, to be outside, to                   
physical distance and to remove masks. Students' mask wearing is mandatory, outside the             
classroom, within the building. Within the classroom, students wear their masks the majority             
of the time. Active teaching by teachers means that for the safety of students and staff,                
masks will be worn. Students are very good about the requirements of mask wearing. We               
have tried to distance desks within the rooms but large classes mean that physical              
distancing is less than adequate. So, we wear masks and have maintained a consistent              
message about masking. 
 
Students access complementary courses in the afternoon within their cohort.          
Complementary courses have been broken into quarterly terms and students are being            
exposed to three complementary courses per quarter. Some complementary courses are           
taught in the cohort’s room and some outside - weather permitting. We have Industrial              
Design and Arts and Home Economics operating, and cohorts move to these rooms. For              
these courses, we have two adults working with each cohort to maintain COVID-19 safety at               
all times.  
 
We have communicated weekly with our families through message sender on PowerSchool.            
We have shared the division’s communication platform on Student Illness. We have also             
updated division communications on our webpage. Our office staff have been amazing with             
guiding parents through the questionnaire, guiding them to call 811 and to stay home if               
symptoms exist. Together the school and families have been exceptional in keeping sick             
students home. Maintaining Google Classroom for each class has allowed families to access             
and complete missed work. It has not been easy, but as a team, we are making it work                  
despite a lot of absenteeism and families trying to keep up. 
 
Through our weekly advisory class, we have taught students the importance of            
handwashing, mask wearing, physical distancing, etc. Due to the added stress that            
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Safety for Staff and Students  



 

COVID-19 has brought, in Advisory we have also had discussions around mental health.             
We discussed healthy stress and how to reframe challenges into positive motivation and             
resilience. In Advisory their homeroom teacher leads the class discussion, and because of             
the relationship of homeroom teacher and cohort, we have very good discussions. Advisory             
will be used throughout the year to help alleviate issues that arise from living in a COVID-19                 
environment. 
 
We have tried to phone and personally talk to parents about any issues or concerns they                
might have around COVID-19 in addition to any normal questions around being in school.              
We have tried to stay away from a simple email response as we believe talking on a phone                  
helps solve any problems way easier and extinguishes any future concerns. This is             
additionally important because of the limited ability for us to do face-to-face interaction with              
parents. Through our newsletter and messenger, we have communicated with parents any            
changes or revisions to COVID-19 procedures within our building. Our W.D.Cuts Junior High             
School (Cuts) webpage is constantly updated and we have our COVID-19 link to all division               
literature about COVID-19 and its impact within the school. 
 
Finally, as a staff we revisit our procedures and expectations in how we are maintaining a                
safe environment for students and staff. Active course teachers have continuously met and             
discussed how to maintain safety with classes moving indoors and outdoors. On our             
Professional Development (PD) day, they met and rearranged the fitness room so that it is a                
safe environment for our students. We bought extra electrostatic sprayers to better aid our              
active courses and complementary courses. All PD days and staff meetings are conducted             
online through Google Meets for safety reasons. 
 
Our staff is very adept at making safe procedures work within our school. They are               
explementary role models in maintaining a safe environment. A very fine line between             
having fun and some kind of normality vs. staying safe. Our staff is amazing and have found                 
creative ways of making learning tolerable during COVID-19. 
 
For the beginning of Quarter Two, we created a new timetable. Reducing the number of               
adults to students contacts within the building. We did this for the safety of everyone. It was                 
also done to reduce the number of substitute teachers needed in the building for each               
isolation case. This model does not fit the traditional junior high environment and has placed               
extra stress on teachers and reduced choice for students regarding complementary courses.            
However we had to make sure that our school was a safer place and we could reduce the                  
transfer of COVID-19 in our building. 
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Strategies 
Making connections with families is weighted with additional challenges this year. As we try              
to minimize in-person meetings for safety issues, we are moving more toward phone             
conversations rather than the impersonal email. While this shift results in issues in itself,              
such as phone tag and finding time in the scheduled day, it has proved to be effective in                  
developing a relationship and mutual understanding between home and school.  
 
This year, like no other, we allowed movement between classes where parents requested             
that their son/daughter be with a friend. We spent a lot of time the first week balancing                 
friend requests and keeping numbers balanced. During the transition of students leaving for             
online and returning to school, we once again accommodated requests to be with friends.              
We felt it was very important to have friendships kept intact while students were confined to                
a cohort. 
 
Through our advisory (weekly health class), we build in school connectedness. Students            
learned about the importance of Terry Fox Foundation and a school-wide class competition             
to bring in the most donations. Lessons are developed by the advisory team that address               
issues and concerns for students, such as maintaining healthy relationships. With students            
working in cohorts, it has become more important to build relationships amongst students of              
their own cohort. In addition, cohorting has created opportunities for stronger homeroom            
bonding by building connections with students they see all day.  
 
For the meet the teacher night, we built a video with each staff member introducing               
themselves. We sent out the video to all our families. We received several emails thanking               
us for putting a face to a name. 
 
Parent-teacher interviews were conducted online through Google Meet or by phone. We had             
two nights of pre-booked times for parents. Teachers have been reaching out to families              
online and making contact with students’ families they really want to connect with throughout              
the year. 
 
As we are limited with physical meetings, Principal Cory Albrecht has held, through Google              
Meet, two School Council meetings. As of January he will be principal of W.D. Cuts. The                
School Council has casino money and will be presenting possible initiatives on what to use               
the funds for to enhance the school in spite of the COVID-19 environment. 
 
As a school we will celebrate Remembrance Day within our cohorts but using our technology               
to broadcast the ceremony and have that feeling of being together. “Take Your Kid to Work                
Day” for grade 9 will be different but not ignored. The physical education (PE) and active                
complementary course teachers have worked very hard to maintain a program that allows             
students to move and participate safely. 
 
We are providing as many opportunities for students to move about, physical distance and              
break from wearing masks as possible. It was easier during the fall when the weather was                
warm and students could spread out over large areas outside. Winter will be a challenge, but                
we are looking at possibilities. Every morning, Monday through Friday, each class has either              
a PE class, a flex class or a homeroom class where they get that additional break.                
Afternoons are their complementary courses where there is more opportunity to move about.             
We build in snacks and water breaks so that students can disengage for a few minutes. 
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Connection and Relationships  



 

We are sponsoring contests as individual cohorts. Terry Fox charity, decorating Halloween            
classroom doors, etc. Staff are exploring ways of connecting cohorts online through flipGrid             
and Kahoot. We have the joke of the week with prizes. We are exploring how to do whole                  
school streams, showcasing student work, news and events. 
 
We will need indoor movement breaks this winter.  One of our staff has created  movement 
break videos and you can see them on our webpage at: 
https://cutspe.weebly.com/movement-snacks.html 
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Strategies  
The starting place for learning at W.D. Cuts has been focused on literacy and numeracy               
following the essential outcomes. With a focus on these outcomes, we have been able to               
allow specific learning achievement to occur. We have continued to schedule our day to              
have core classes in the morning and complementary courses in the afternoon. This allows              
us to have an emphasis on academics. Also, we have scheduled the day with daily physical                
activity breaks of varying intensity, allowing students to get out of their desks. Additionally,              
we have scheduled time at the end of the day for students to organize their learning areas,                 
build connections with students, review what they have learned and what homework they             
have. 
 
In conjunction with supporting those students who are emotionally vulnerable, we at Cuts             
have made additional efforts to support students with literacy and numeracy challenges. A             
portion of PD day was used by staff to work collaboratively by classroom to look at those                 
students who are struggling academically and work on common strategies and adaptations            
that we can do as a team to support individual students. In addition, we allocated a                
significant portion of time for additional educational assistants (EA) to support students in the              
classroom with a targeted focus on literacy and numeracy. As well as, we continue to use                
our counsellor time and knowledge to direct, support, and guide differentiated learning with a              
focus on numeracy and literacy. 
 
In our COVID-19 reality for this school year, there are many restrictions on what has,               
traditionally, been a means to engage students in school. With little free time and no sports                
or clubs, we have had to look outside these traditional engagement systems to keep              
students attending and interested. Working with the necessary restrictions for COVID-19           
safety, we were able to continue our programs of choice, the Recreation and Hockey              
Academies. These programs have been a great outlet for those students who have difficulty              
with a traditional classroom setting, as well as the additional COVID-19 safety measures.             
The academies have been cohorted together by grade, which has created other challenges             
within the classroom, such as limited group activities and constructivist pedagogical           
approaches.  
 
In our core classes, we have made efforts to focus on literacy and numeracy, while exploring                
a variety of pedagogical methods to engage students. Technology has been an important             
part of the classroom this year as well. While the technology in itself provides increased               
engagement, staff have been exploring game-based and project-based learning. These          
pedagogical approaches allow choice within assignments for students as well as the            
challenge and novelty of gaming. Students and classrooms are using Google Classroom and             
Calendar to keep those students who are absent up to date as well as keeping students                
organized in class. Additionally, although the physical library is off limits to students, the              
library has come to them in the classroom through a COVID-friendly system of book              
exchange; choice is limited but students still have a say in their reading selections.  
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Learning and School Engagement in the Time of COVID-19 



 

In addition, we have made numeracy specific efforts to support students this year. While              
W.D. Cuts have traditionally used profile math to target students exceptional needs, the             
cohorting requirements have prevented this method. As a result we have adapted and             
overcome to provide a different, successful methodology. We have targeted additional EA            
supports to help students who are having challenges with numeracy; this includes targeted             
numeracy support during class as well as outside of traditional math classes. As we have               
moved to more direct instructions, teachers have included more class discussion, visual            
supports, technological tools, as well as exploring game-based and project-based learning to            
both support and engage students.  
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Strategies  
This is a very difficult time. The shadow of COVID-19 is heavy. It also limits our ability to                  
safely have large grouping celebrations. So we celebrate the moments. 
 
The weather was spectacular this fall and we had a couple of staff gatherings outside in very                 
large backyards. Maintaining physical distancing, being safe and having a few laughs            
together allowed staff to decompress a little. This will become more challenging as the              
weather cools off as it must in Alberta. 
 
We have provided staff with a modest budget to spend on their rooms to help make their                 
classrooms COVID-19 safe. They very much appreciated the opportunity to build their rooms             
around COVID-19 in their fashion. 
 
School being let out at 2:30 p.m. and reducing the lunch break relieved a lot of stress on                  
staff from keeping students physically distanced for an additional half hour. Students leave             
immediately at 2:30 p.m. and staff get time to plan uninterrupted. Thank you to the Division                
Leadership for allowing this to happen! 
 
We have also reduced meetings to short informative agendas. We are trying to build as               
much collaborative planning time and simple individual planning time. With increased           
supervision, staff need time to plan and re-energize. PD day was structured around             
completing IPP’s and collaborative time built into the day. Both very important qualities             
needed for staff. We ended the day with a pickleball tournament outside, a few laughs and a                 
little friendly competition. We are also holding stand-up meetings after school to keep             
everybody informed on what is happening in our school. 
 
We are trying to give the staff a voice in how we proceed through COVID-19 times.                
Ownership builds an acceptance for some of the difficult decisions we have to make. We               
gave staff say in how we would do our complimentary courses. Staff brainstormed and came               
up with ideas. Empowering staff with decision-making makes our school a better place             
despite the limitations of COVID-19. For example, we are teaching how to study for Driver’s               
Education with our grade nines.  A staff member's idea! 
 
The extra planning days allowed by the division leadership team have been timely and very               
well received. We have used these days for staff collaboration as the COVID-19 schedule              
keeps many staff feeling rather isolated. We have more supervision, staff eat lunch with their               
homeroom class. The core centre of a school where staff gather, laugh and blow off steam                
has been removed. 
 
As administration we are recognizing individual efforts as they do their best. We brought in               
coffee/tea/hot chocolate for staff one morning with a personal thank you note for each and               
every staff member. Staff appreciated the gesture. Weekly memos are composed by            
administration and deliberately thank staff for their actions. 
 
Allyson Fong, our counsellor brought in Shawn Reynolds and he spoke on the topic of 
anxiety. It had a dual purpose of helping staff identify the symptoms within our students and 
a reflective component for staff to think about their own feelings and actions. It is important 
that we build a support system within our building for dealing with everyone's well-being. 
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Staff Wellness  



 

 
Staff events have been challenging. When it was nice out, we met a couple of times in a staff                   
member's very large yard, while physically distancing. Matt Tripp, Assistant Principal and I             
have provided coffee and donuts and hand delivered them to staff. We have written              
individual notes of thanks for their efforts thus far. We organized a staff pickleball tournament               
which was very well attended. We are not waiting for Acts of Kindness week; we are                
inventing one for November.  
 
As the year moves into winter, we will have to be creative in building staff wellness                
moments.  It is an important goal for all members of Cuts and we will work on it. 
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The true measure of effective financial performance is that the desired results were             
achieved; that is, the deployment of resources facilitated goal attainment within the            
constraints of the budget. Below is an explanation of the final year-end balance for the               
school. 
  
Year End Balance: $60,000 
 
The previous administration picked this as the anticipated surplus. The surplus was quickly             
used up in hiring staff and dealing with costs associated with COVID-19.   
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Financial Performance 2019-2020 
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Financial Planning 2020-2021 

RESOURCE AND DISTRIBUTION 

WILLIAM D CUTS SCHOOL 

 2020-2021 2020-2021 2019-2020 

REVENUES Fall Budget Spring Budget Fall Budget 
1. Basic Program Allocation $ 2,553,039 $ 2,553,039 $ 2,605,431 

2. Other Revenues    

2.1 Fees $ 147,000 $ 258,455 $ 270,155 

2.2 Cafeteria    

2.3 Donations    

2.4 Fundraising  $ 5,700 $ 20,700 

2.5 Other Revenues $ 500 $ 39,900 $ 46,780 

3. Surplus / Deficit Allocation (S/D) $ 60,000 $ 60,000 $ 206,831 

TOTAL REVENUES $ 2,760,539 $ 2,917,094 $ 3,149,897 

    

 2020-2021 2020-2021 2019-2020 

EXPENDITURES Fall Budget Spring Budget Fall Budget 
1. Certificated Staff $ 2,258,025 $ 2,216,957 $ 2,223,758 

2. Support Staff $ 250,550 $ 194,358 $ 367,565 

3. Services $ 121,931 $ 244,605 $ 267,485 

4. Supplies $ 96,313 $ 149,174 $ 195,089 

5. Furniture, Equipment & Capital $ 10,124 $ 20,000 $ 42,000 

6. Technology $ 17,963 $ 32,000 $ 24,000 

7. Future Emergent Initiatives $ 5,633 $ 60,000 $ 30,000 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 2,760,539 $ 2,917,094 $ 3,149,897 

    

TOTAL REVENUES LESS EXPENDITURES $ - $ - $ - 
    

 2020-2021 2020-2021 2019-2020 

ENROLMENT Fall Budget Spring Budget Fall Budget 
FTE Enrolment (ECS @ .5) 450.00 428.00 433.00 

FTE Enrolment less online students 399.00   

    

 2020-2021 2020-2021 2019-2020 

STAFFING PERCENTAGES Fall Budget Spring Budget Fall Budget 
Certificated Staff FTE 19.99 20.48 20.87 

Support Staff FTE 5.23 4.31 7.31 

Certificated Staff Percentage 86.4% 84.8% 79.1% 

Support Staff Percentage 9.6% 7.4% 13.1% 

TOTAL STAFFING PERCENTAGE (with S/D) 96.0% 92.3% 92.1% 

TOTAL STAFFING PERCENTAGE (without S/D) 98.3% 94.4% 99.5% 

Revenues used for calculating staff percentages do not include Fees, Donations, Fundraising and Other 
Revenues in the denomination of the calculation. 
Fees include instructional, activities, clubs & sports, extra-curricular, and required items e.g. agendas, 
musical supplies, and mandatory clothing. 


